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It is still true that the vast majority of computer-derived exhibits offered in legal proceedings consist of relatively normal documents which happen to have been produced by a computer. Usually this is in the form of print-out of various kinds such as accounts, statements, invoices, correspondence, reports, memoranda, or copies thereof. A further common type of computer evidence is read-out from single-purpose devices such as alcohol level meters and telephone call-loggers.
1 Nearly all of the cases on the problems of computer evidence -and most of the articles in academic legal journals -are about these two broad classes. Over the last few years the courts have also been offered evidence derived from data media. Typically these have been files derived from the hard-disks installed within computers, the removable floppy disks used for temporary storage and the tapes and optical disks used for back-up or archive. 2 The courts have had little difficulty in principle in accepting such files, even if they include graphics as well as conventional text.
But there are many circumstances in which normal print-out straight from the computer which generated it does not exist or is not immediately available. Data media may only be obtainable with the consent of the computer owner or by formal discovery/disclosure -and by the time it is delivered it may not contain the precise files required. In the alternative it may be possible to secure seizure under warrant or order -but such warrants and orders are only issued against precise criteria 4 and again, files and file contents may alter between the time at which it is first decided that a file is worthwhile potential evidence and the point at which a warrant or order can be executed.
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Since the early 1970s computers accessible via the public telephone system, leased lines or the Internet have offered a variety of electronic products: text, structured data, application programs and, increasingly, the opportunity to buy goods and services. These remote access computers can be bulletin board systems, conferencing systems, online publishing systems and a whole range of Internet-based facilities, above all the World Wide Web. For more than fifteen years various forms of electronic banking have been available for small businesses and individuals 6 ; financial institutions and large companies have been making payments and settlements since the 1960s 7 8 , initially via the telex system. We will visit these shortly.
As the range and use of these connected computers develops and the contexts in which they operate reflect an ever widening set of commercial and social circumstances, the files and data that are held become relevant in an increasing range of states of affairs. However many investigators and regulators seem so far broadly unaware of the problems of acquiring evidence sufficiently robust against hostile criticism in court 9 .
In criminal law we can single out allegations claiming:
• infringed copyright materials offered in the course of a business Act, 1988 . There is also a civil ex parte procedure available using an Anton Piller Order; however these have to be carried out under the supervision of an independent solicitor and there is extensive protection for the interests of innocent victims of such searches through cross-undertakings. 5 Obtaining files from remote computers without authority is a criminal offence: And these are merely provisional issues of weight in relation to the mechanics of evidence acquisition; in most real life situations courts will also need to consider the weight of the purported content of the files, how they were handled by the computer which has produced them and what inferences may reasonably be drawn therefrom. In addition, most common law jurisdictions also have substantial and complex tests of admissibility of "computer records". 20 We need to step back a little.
Computer Evidence in General
Evidence derived from computers has many of the features of other types of evidence. Miller 21 provides a useful broad explanation:
Evidence is information used to decide whether disputed propositions are true. A court cannot normally obtain evidence directly (first hand). A source is relied on, such as a document or human witness. • complete -tells within its own terms a complete story of particular set of circumstances or events A number of writers use the terms "reliable" and "authentic" almost interchangeably and the definitions given above are the more useful for being more restricted.
Reed tries to explain authentication thus 25 :
Authentication means satisfying the court that (a) the contents of the record have remained unchanged, (b) that the information in the record does in fact originate from its purported source, whether human or machine, and (c) that extraneous information such as the apparent date of the record is accurate. As with paper records, the necessary degree of authentication may be proved through oral and circumstantial evidence, if available, or via technological features in the system or the record
How computer evidence is different
But there are also many elements which set computer-derived evidence apart.
• computer data can change moment by moment within a computer and along a transmission line Many forms of conventional evidence are claimed to be a "snapshot" of a particular sequence of circumstances, but the problems are particularly acute with computers. This can create considerable difficulties over authentication as to content and time of creation • computer data can be easily altered without leaving any obvious trace that such alteration has taken place Alterations in hand-written and typed documents are usually self-evident; log and account books are designed so that it is easy to detect if an entry or page has been omitted. 26 It can be argued that there are plenty of examples of forgery based on typed and hand-written originals, but computer-based documents can be forged with an ease and freedom from detection which is of a quite different order. It is of course entirely possible to design a computer system which thwarts certain forms of unacknowledged alteration 27 . But, in contrast say, to paper-based books of account, there are few obvious "standards" which set a measure of what to expect.
• computer material can be easily changed as a result of the process of collecting it as evidence Many forms of forensic examination run the risk of contamination. Biological samples from a subject can be inter-mingled with those of the examiner. of opening an application or file, even if there is no intention to alter anything, often in fact creates changes although they may not be immediately visible.
• much immediate computer evidence is not obviously readable by humans Actual Exhibits are often derived, manipulated and "presented" away from their point of origin. This becomes apparent as soon as one moves from the limited vision of "computer evidence" as being simply a "record or document produced by a computer". There is nothing wholly unique about this; the typical DNA trace Exhibit is not DNA itself but a purported representation in a form which aids analysis. 29 The particular problem in relation to computer evidence is the large number of possible and potentially "accurate" representations of original computer data that can exist. What is seized may be a computer disk which in turn contains large numbers of directories of files of various kinds, while what is put immediately before the Court may be any of a number of purportedly accurate print-outs or screen dumps. The large variety of possible representations of original material makes difficult the evolution of "standards" such as tend to exist with, say, DNA charts. And the possibilities for inaccurate representation are very much greater. Nearly always, computer-derived exhibits require that the court make a chain of inference before reaching a conclusion.
• computers create evidence as well as record and produce it The traditional manually-maintained "books of account" consisted of sheets of paper into which hand-written or typed entries had been made; subsequent calculations were also substantially manual, even if a simple calculator was employed for some of the stages. But in the computerised equivalent, it is only the original entries that are manually input and all the other "records" are produced by the computer. There are many examples where computers "assemble" documents, etc; and only do so at the point at which a request is made for the document to be created. This can be true of online requests as well as conventional print-out or on-screen reports.
These questions extend well beyond the particular problems of evidence from remote computers but a specific examination of them yields some answers to the broader issues.
Key Tests
To understand how remotely-acquired computer files might meet the conventional tests of evidential reliability -authentication, accuracy and completeness -we need to identify the various stages typically involved:
• Remote Computer's Correct Working Test Can we show that the remote computer was behaving "correctly" or "normally" at the time? This requirement may be related to tests of admissibility 30 but even if a particular jurisdiction does not impose such a test, it is still necessary to show a court that the output of the remote computer can be relied on. If all that the remote computer is doing is holding a series of files placed there by human beings -the equivalent of a filing cabinet -that test may be relatively easy to satisfy. But more typically computers assemble or produce "records" from databases, generated against various criteria. When a computer says it has, say, seven "matches" and no more, or that an account balance is so many pounds, or that a particular magazine extract is identical to what appeared in the print original and the given date of publication is correct, can it to be relied on? Or when a computer invites a customer to view pictures and details of goods for sale, creates an order form for customer completion, accepts the order and authority for payment via credit card and says the "goods are on their way" -again, why should we rely on it? 31 The answers here will include judgements about the accuracy of the data input process as well as the reliability of the functionality of the computer hardware and software. In other words, this is the same proto-test 32 as would be applied if there were only one computer involved and what was in question was simply straight-forward print-out. There is a difference, though: normally a certificate of normal or proper working would be issued by someone familiar with the operation of the computer in the sense of knowing what the computer is required to do 33 . It is not at all clear how far a remote user of a computer could be said to be "familiar" with it.
• Provenance of Computer Source Test How can we show that data has been obtained from a specific computer and nowhere else? • Content / Party Authentication Test Can we link the material from the remote computer to the person accused or party to the civil proceedings and the events that are the subject of the legal proceedings? Given the volatility of computer files, acquisition also usually needs to be linked to a specific day and time. This level of authentication cannot be done within a purely technological / computer context but will require other forms of evidence such as witness statements, exhibits indicating ownership of or access to the computer and/or data media, or the possibility of inference from the nature of the content of the files.
• Acquisition Process Test Can we give a full and believable explanation of the processes by which the file was acquired from the remote computer to the user's machine to show that the result is accurate, free from contamination and complete? "Computers vary immensely in their complexity and in the operations they perform. The nature of the evidence to discharge the burden of showing that there has been no improper use of the computer and that it was operating properly will inevitably vary from case to case. The evidence must be tailored to suit the needs of the case. I suspect that it will very rarely be necessary to call an expert and that in the vast majority of cases it will be possible to discharge the burden by calling a witness who is familiar with the operation of the computer in the sense of knowing what the computer is required to do and who can say that it is doing it properly… The computer in this case was of the simplest kind printing limited basic information on each till roll."
Reprint of article in Journal of Financial Crime: 5JFC2 pp 138-152 please check journal for final text
Services from Remote Computers
The first and third of these tests -remote computer's correct working and content/party authentication -raise difficult but scarcely new issues. We can see the problems of the others by returning to the practicalities of what happens when a customer -"user" -interacts with a remote computer and how investigators typically operate. First, an indication of the range of services typically available and the vocabulary employed:
• Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs) first appeared informally on mainframes at the beginning of the 1970s as a way of providing an electronic noticeboard where messages could be left for public or private consumption and as a repository for program files that people might find useful. By the end of the 1970s BBSs were also being hosted on PCs (personal computers) and accessed via the public phone network (PTSN) using modems. A substantial hobbyist movement flourished until 1995 or so, when much of the activity transferred to the Internet. BBSs were also used in business and professional environments and survive as part of workgroup products such as IBM/Lotus Notes and on Intranets, which are networks internal to individual organisations but using Internet-like protocols, tools and software. 
Acquisition Process Test
In nearly all instances the user 35 is operating from a PC; typically the services are being accessed via the phone system 36 . The user's PC has a modem and there is another, to answer it, on the remote computer.
37 The user's PC also needs a piece of software to mediate the connection. For the more sophisticated and commercial services specially written specific software is provided; the user sees a single on-screen interface and follows a series of menu'd instructions to acquire the desired remote services. 38 The software conceals the background technical processes of making phone calls and sending instructions to the remote computer. Online banking software also needs specific dedicated software, which additionally handles matters of authentication and the encryption necessary to keep the transactions confidential. To a certain extent this masking of computer mechanics is also effected for users of the Internet World Wide Web through "browser" products like Netscape and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
It is easier to understand what is going on -and we need this explanation if we are to understand some of the problems of evidential quality -by looking at the more generic forms of "comms" (computer communications) software. Such software has several tasks:
• it has to be in a position to send and receive data through an appropriate port on the user's computer, usually the serial (RS232) port • it has to be able to send instructions to the modem 39 that is providing the link to the telephone line • in the more traditional types of software it has to provide a terminal emulation, that is, make the user's computer screen look as much as possible like a traditional computer terminal directly connected to a mainframe or mini-computer. Typically the user's comms software presents a substantially blank screen, ready to receive messages, etc, with a small area for the user to input commands and check the status of the communications link. Before the wide-spread availability of PCs, users interacted with larger computers via so-called "dumb terminals" -devices with keyboards and screens but no processing power of their own. Each major computer manufacturer produced its own range; the simplest displayed lines of characters one after each other, like an old-fashioned teletype, but by the 1970s terminals able to drop characters into the middle of on-screen forms ("cursor-addressing") and to handle simple graphics were common. PC software now provides the same facilities and can usually support many of the historically popular terminal emulations such as VT-52 and VT-100.
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Under terminal emulation, what the user at the end of the telephone line sees is a series of "screens" consisting of data sent to it by the remote computer. When the user sends instructions, what appears on his 35 For this purpose the "user" is the person collecting the evidence, either as part of a normal business activity or for some specific investigatory purpose 36 Some business and academic users of the Internet have direct connections via leased lines but this does not invalidate the arguments made here though there may be an impact in terms of the drawing up of warrants for interception; in the UK the Interception of Communications Act, 1985, is limited to public telecommunications services. 37 A modem converts data signalling for transmission on telephone voice-circuits; most large remote computer services have banks of modems attached to lines so that they can handle many simultaneous callers. 38 screen is not, as might be thought, the immediate result of typing on the keyboard but an "echo back" from the remote computer • various forms of error correction are in place, to avoid the effects of noise on telecommunications lines. At its least complicated, when the user is sending and receiving simple text-based material, error-correction is on a per-character basis -"parity" checking. In reality true error-correction doesn't happen; the scheme is only good enough to make errors manifest, so that surrounding material is not relied on. At higher communication speeds, which in turn involve more sophisticated modems, the modem hardware may also provide an element of error-correction without the intervention of the user or the comms software. 41 More complex errorcorrection is possible in file transfer and on the Internet -see below.
• an important feature, especially significant to the issues of evidence collection, is logging 42 This opens up a file on the user's computer which records all characters received by the terminal. It is often possible to "play back" a previous online session, hence the potential value as an audit trail. There are some limitations, though:
• the starting and ending of any log-file is wholly under the control of the PC user so that the provenance of any log file (and indeed its admissibility) have to be separately established
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• such files are usually very simple in format so that subsequent alteration, say by using a basic word-processor, is both easy to carry out and difficult to detect • since the log captures all characters a certain amount of "junk" will appear. At the very least all typing mistakes made by the user (plus his attempts at correction) will be seen. Most log files are unable to reproduce the more complex terminal emulations; the cursor addressing instructions are captured in the file but cannot be made to play-back properly -junk characters are interpolated with the original on-screen text. It is obviously possible to clean the junk characters out by post-event editing, but in so doing you run the risk of tampering with the evidence.
• a log file can also be sent direct to a printer, and this may have some value in terms of preserving the evidence (considered further below). But here the problems of junk characters are even more acute. In addition, at a purely operational level, if the printer log is truly simultaneous the overall speed of receiving characters from the remote computer will be reduced to that of the printer, which will inevitably be slower than when characters are merely displayed on screen and recorded to disk. • larger computers owned by end-users may have further, independent facilities for logging activity, often associated with the computer's operating system 44 . These logs operate outside the comms software and tend to record all user 41 For example, V42 / V42bis, common in modems operating above 9600 bps, features both error correction and data compression within the hardware 42 This sometimes referred to as "capturing"; the absence of standardised terminology within the computer industry is a nuisance, particularly as "capture" can also refer to "screen dump", considered below. 43 Operating systems usually provide and day-and-time stamp on files, signifying the last occasion on which the file was "opened", that is altered in some way. However the day-and-time stamp in turn depends on the accuracy of the system clock; in any event there are several relatively simple ways to alter a day-and-time stamp 44 This is more typical of systems which support several simultaneous users and local area networks rather than stand-alone personal computers activity rather than characters received at the screen. The evidential value of this type of internal log depends on what precisely it was recording • the other important feature is file upload and download, the facility for computers to exchange files direct to each other's hard-disks. Uploading is sending a file, downloading is receiving a file. To initiate the process, the user has to get both the remote computer and his own machine into the right states by following a series of on-screen menus. Simultaneous commands on both machines lock them together so that the file is transferred. 45 The actual transfer is handle by an error-correcting protocol. There are several in popular use and they are all capable of genuine error correction as faulty "blocks" or sections are identified and requests for re-sends generated. The various protocols vary slightly in their internal method and transfer efficiency. One benefit from an evidential point-of-view is that the protocols are robust -a transfer may fail if the transmission line is poor, but incorrect though plausible transfer of a file is almost impossible.
The sophisticated software referred to at the beginning of this section has much the same features, except that the user can't see them and that logging may not be possible.
As can be seen, the immediate process of acquisition of files from a remote computer is usually reliable, because errors are either detected or corrected. The main problem comes from log files, which are often used to record text-based materials, say from online services.
There are three further routes available to the user who wishes to record what he has seen on his screen.
• A screen dump, as its name implies, involves the saving of the contents of whatever is on a computer screen at a specific time. On older, simpler computers where the main output is text, there is often a "print-screen" key or facility: the screen contents are sent to a printer. More recent computer operating systems (for example, Windows and MAC) tend to be graphics-based and screen dumps require an additional program operating "in the background" which produces a graphics file. 46 The limitations are as follows:
• all that is captured is what was on the screen at one specific time; the procedure cannot show a sequence of events; provenance as to circumstance and time will usually have to be established extrinsically, usually by way of statement • the whole of the screen is captured so that, where a comms program is being used, what is printed out or saved is both the information coming from the remote computer but also any status messages created by the comms program itself • in the case of "print-screen", the process may be imperfect and some characters seen on a screen may look different, or corrupt, when they emerge from the printer • in the case of graphics dumps saved to file, the resulting file is itself capable of subsequent editing so that the provenance of that file will also have to be separately established 45 Some protocols, such as Zmodem, have the capacity to auto-start on the receiving computer once an appropriate data stream is detected. 46 Paint Show Pro is one such example for Windows -the main uses of screen dumps are in computer instruction manuals and where particular graphics images cannot otherwise be transferred from one format to another.
• A program called Lotus ScreenCam overcomes some of these problems. It is set to operate in the background and can be used on computers with the Windows family of operating systems. In effect it is a very superior form of log file, in that it can capture all on-screen activity including exact mouse movements, opening and selection of menu items, and so on. 47 As with the more normal sort of log file, the starting and ending of a ScreenCam file is wholly under the control of the PC user so that the provenance of any file upon which it is intended to rely (and indeed its admissibility) has to be separately established. Subsequent editing does not appear to be that easy though misrepresenting the circumstances in which one was obtained, is relatively easy.
• Finally, it is also possible to use actual video recording; devices are available to convert the ordinary video monitor output of a computer (known as VGA on PCs) into the electrical requirements for display on a conventional television. These devices can also be fed into domestic or semi-professional video recorders and indeed are principally sold to enable the production of video-based sales aids and other presentations for medium-sized audiences. In an evidence-collecting situation, the video tape has almost the same advantages and disadvantages as the VideoCam program except that: • the tape is recorded on a device wholly separate from any computer and may therefore avoid the problems of admissibility and computer reliability • post-event editing is possible • the quality and detail may be relatively poor so that smaller type fonts maybe difficult to read; freezing an individual video frame may result in very disappointing results
In all of these circumstances, the "proper", "normal" or "correct" working of the user's computer will have to be asserted or demonstrated, if not for reasons of admissibility 48 then in order to give confidence in the results obtained.
Internet-specific issues
The foregoing descriptions apply to computers that talk to each other direct along telephone lines. Since the mid-1990s, though, for reasons of convenience and cost, the Internet has become the most favoured transmission medium and many of the commercial and noncommercial services referred to above have now appeared in Internet form. 49 In addition many wholly new services and facilities have appeared and proved themselves significant. All of these give rise to the potential for legal proceedings and we need to know about possible sources of evidence.
As we will shortly see, the real problems relate to authentication of computer source, but first we need to assess the impact on the other issues of evidence quality arising from the ways in 47 Lotus ScreenCam operates in a similar fashion to video recorder. Its main use is to train people in the running of specific computer programs: the trainer starts the screencam process, follows a sequence of activities which are then recorded and then stops the process. It can also separately record a voice commentary. The result is a file which can be given to pupils for their own repeated personal training sessions. 48 Eg s 69 PACE, 1984. The user provides a certificate upon which he can be cross-examined. 49 Even before the Internet broke through from its academic and military roots and became easily available to businesses and homes, companies have, since the early 1980s, been making extensive use of private networks, usually operating to the standards known as X.25.
which Internet-based communication diverges from the telephone-based direct computer-tocomputer link.
The technical transmission protocol underlying the Internet and the services which mimic it is called TCP/IP and the principles if not the detail are similar for other types of wide area network. Data transmissions between computers are divided into a series of small segments or packets as this makes the most economical use of the physical cables that link the various constituent computers together. The packets contain the actual electronic digits of the transaction or the message the computers wish to exchange, facilities for error-correction, and a numbering scheme to make sure that if packets arrive out-of-order (one of the strengths of the Internet is how, if one physical route has failed or become congested another route is automatically selected), the receiving computer knows how to reconstitute the original. 50 In addition the packets carry addressing information -so that each packet knows its destination and each computer knows which packets are meant for it and it alone.
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If one were to place a surveillance device across a major Internet cable or "pipe" one would be presented with fragments of several hundred thousand simultaneous computer-to-computer conversations -it is the addressing data in each packet that identifies each individual "conversation".
The presence of error correction means that potential evidence in the form of files received via Internet communications can nearly always be shown to have passed the immediate Acquisition Process Test. If an Internet link fails, the first thing that happens is that the Internet automatically looks for an alternative route; the second is that the speed of transmission drops, a phenomenon alas too familiar to regular Internet users. Eventually the transmission may stop prematurely. But the protocol effectively prevents the transmission of corrupted data.
The immediate analogues for the telephone-based services we have been considering are:
• Telnet, the facility to allow a user on one computer to use another directly, as though they were sitting at a terminal local to that computer. This facility is relatively little used outside the research community and the computer industry • FTP, File Transfer Protocol, which provides the Uploading and Downloading described earlier, but in a specific Internet context A computer user can also turn on logging, so that critical sessions are recorded to a file.
But the Internet has also spawned the World Wide Web (WWW)and this now provides the interface through which most developing commercial and domestic Internet activity takes place. It has moved on from being a mere publishing vehicle to providing facilities for the sale of a wide variety of goods and services; increasingly, individuals and companies can carry out bank transactions and trade investment instruments. To understand where evidence of activities might exist, we need to know a little of what is going on beneath its glossy surface.
The user of the World Wide Web views it through a piece of software called a browser; at the time of writing the two leading products are Netscape and Microsoft Internet Explorer. The Web appears as a series of colourful text-and-image pages 52 . Certain elements on the pages are highlighted and offer the user more specific, or related information. The user clicks 50 The error-correction is similar to the various protocols used for file transfer between computers talking "point-to-point" on the PTSN 51 In fact the packets contains the address of the source computer as well as the destination and also other types of "status" data 52 It is also possible to include moving pictures and sound his mouse on these elements and a further page appears. The process of moving around in this way is called navigating and the linking scheme is known generically as hypertext. Any page on the web can be hyper-linked to any other page on any of the several million computers connected to the Internet.
The pages exist as files on various computers and are prepared using a "mark-up" language which includes both the text and instructions where any pictures are to be inserted (and where the pictures are to be found); the browser software interprets the mark-up language to produce the screens the user actually sees. The hyper-text links also form part of the mark-up language; they include the specific instructions required to route the user's computer to the precise location on the Internet-linked computer where the next set of pages are to be found, and to load them into the browser. Thus the WWW user, having found a suitable start point, does not have manually to type in too many complex instructions.
What happens if we need to obtain a page for evidential purposes? 53 The immediate process is even easier than using the file download procedures described earlier and the errorcorrection facilities inherent in TCP/IP ensure freedom from immediate error. Facilities within the browser software also offer to allow one to save the result to disk as well as view immediately on screen. Unhappily, the reality is more complex. The designers of the World Wide Web -and the concept is in a state of rapid development -have built in various features which while convenient for ordinary use create problems if it is desired to collect reliable evidence:
• some of the facilities within the browsers to save WWW pages to disk are imperfect; text may be saved but not associated images; again, with some very complex pages 54 , what is seen on screen and what is saved to disk may be quite different • the method used to save a file to disk may not carry any individual labelling which shows where and when it was obtained • such saved files are very easily modified or forged; accidental alteration is also a substantial hazard • browsers also have a facility called a cache, a temporary holding area for recently accessed pages so that a user can view such pages without having to wait for the delays involved in going back each time to the actual source computer
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. The cache itself is saved to disk, which means that it can be viewed later 56 ; but there is no immediate, bullet-proof way of telling when a specific page was last acquired. Thus if a whole series of cached pages are examined an entirely false picture could be built up -the pages are almost certainly not contemporaneous. Moreover, during a live session, what is produced on screen could be a mixture of pages immediately acquired from the remote computer and others acquired earlier on. Thus even the recording of a live session (say by using Lotus ScreenCam) could be misleading.
• caches exist elsewhere. Many Internet Service Providers (ISPs), those who provide the links between individual users and the major high-speed communications cables, have facilities are known as proxy servers to speed up the delivery of popular pages and overcome congestion problems on the network. When the WWW is used as an interface for electronic commerce further problems appear. The pages of instruction which are converted into the pages the user actually sees have often been created on-the-fly by the remote computer, which itself may be linked to a further conventional "accounts", "catalogue", "sales/invoice" or "retail bank" computer. Thus no immediate complete record of what the user actually saw may exist at the remote computer either, though presumably for many purposes the owner of that computer would like to be able convincingly to demonstrate to others the terms and facts of a transaction.
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Provenance of Computer Source Test
To return now the tests of evidential reliability: When a remote computer has been reached on the PTSN by dialling a specific telephone number it is a reasonable assumption that the computer which answers is what it purports to be: the phone number can usually be linked to the address of an organisation or individual
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. The issue of the authentication of the computer source in these circumstances is entirely straight-forward, even more so if the communications link is a dedicated leased line. But the whole idea of the public Internet, and indeed the private "packet-switched" or "X.25" services is that large numbers of computers, tens of millions in the case of the Internet, co-exist on the same network. Provenance of computer source, therefore, has to be shown by some element in the procedures by which two individual computers interact.
On the Internet, addressing information in the packets provides, alas, only a provisional degree of proof of source. There are two problems, and they apply equally to FTP and WWW activities:
• genuine site attacked, false information created by another Hackers have been able to attack websites, having acquired usernames and passwords by means of "packet-sniffing". That has enabled them to introduce "alternative" pages to the official ones; the phenomenon has now become common-place.
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• addressing scheme within packets faked, information appears to be coming from one source but in fact comes from another Here, there is an attack on the packets themselves means that addressing and other status information cannot be relied on 60 .
In commercial transactions reliance is usually placed on additional controls, which can vary from the same simple credit-card-authorisation-plus-insistence-on-delivery-to-credit-card- 57 The trend is towards special Internet-specific protocols such as SET but these are directed towards authenticating the transaction, holder's-registered-address which is used in telephone-based credit card transactions all the way through to multilevel protocols such as SET. Formal EDIs 61 and schemes for securities trading also create large volumes of extrinsic audit trails.
Continuity of Evidence / Chain of Custody Test
Thus far we have been seeing how data arrives from the remote computer to the user's computer, but more has to be done before the result can become an Exhibit. Except in those cases where an immediate record has been sent to a printer, what now exists on the investigator's computer is a disc file, or perhaps several. In any subsequent printing out or file copying there are considerable dangers of alteration, inadvertent or otherwise. As for any other types of physical evidence, what is needed is continuity right up to the point where an Exhibit is presented in court; sometimes this is referred to as "chain of custody". Continuity of regular evidence -devices, weapons, physical and biological specimens etc -is normally addressed by way of statements from officers at a scene of crime or raid, by "bagging and tagging" and the maintenance of custody records which show each time an item has been examined.
As before, the issues are more readily understood if one views the processes stage-by-stage:
• the investigator's computer ideally should have some of the sterile qualities of a test-tube or sample bag, except that it can't: at the minimum the computer will need to have an operating system and comms software of various kinds. The emerging practice seems to be to save any downloaded files into a newly created directory or "folder" on the hard-disk 62 ; most forms of external storage media are too slow for convenience when downloading. The only control that exists at this stage is the detail and probity of the investigator's accompanying statement, if it exists • thereafter, almost immediate copying to external storage is obviously desirable as a way of "freezing" the evidence and releasing the user's computer for other purposes. The commonest form of external storage currently is the floppy disk, write protected. 63 However in the case of 3½ inch disks, this is simply a small shutter which can be opened and closed at will and without audit trail. For larger quantities, CD-ROM, which is a write-once-read-many device (WORM), is used and also offers greater protection 64
•
Nearly always further copies will be needed for other investigators, experts, prosecutors and the defence team: it makes good sense to assign the earliest copy as the "control"
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. 61 Electronic Data Interchange 62 If the material is downloaded into an existing directory there is the danger that files from several different sessions, perhaps even from different computers in different cases, become confused. 63 A physical barrier prevents further writing to the disk. 64 An additional safeguard, discussed but not so far used, is the use of public key cryptography to add the investigator's digital signature to the captured file; the aim would be both to authenticate the file and provide a technical guarantee of the absence of subsequent alteration. However there are as yet no standards or products to do this, so that the proposed solution may create problems of its own. Some of the issues of freezing and subsequently authenticating documents in general are considered The extent to which these computer files are vulnerable to unauditable alteration prompts one to suggest that very high standards of record-keeping are required.
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Quality of Forensic Presentation Test
At this point the evidence is still in electronic form and will usually need to be converted into something which a court can handle, which typically will be print-out. In addition, further processing may be regarded as desirable:
• log files may contain "junk" characters which impede understanding of the contenthow can one demonstrate the neutrality of any clean-up exercise? • audit trails may be extremely lengthy and detailed -some form of editing may help a court understand a sequence of events, but can the editing ever be "objective"? • many files available for download from BBSs and Internet sites are saved in a compressed format -usually to save space on the host computer and to reduce download times. The best-known format in the PC world in ZIP. ZIP files need to be uncompressed before use; this is a simple process but not always a completely mechanical one 67 and the integrity of each such event really should be proved
• World Wide Web files saved to disk do not necessarily automatically print-out correctly and some post-event editing may be needed
In some instances it may be appropriate to offer two exhibits -"raw" version and then an edited one, together with some narrative to explain what was done and why. This could then be subject to cross-examination. Perhaps the simple answer to these problems is to recognise that all these exhibits, even the very simplest print-out, are no more than purported derivations of what was originally obtained in electronic form and they need to proved by detailed statement 68 .
Conclusions
The need for acquisition of reliable evidence of the existence, content and provenance of data from cyberspace prompts the development of a highly disciplined approach by investigators, auditors, lawyers and computer mangers. Formal electronic commerce will undoubtedly seek to resolve some of the problems by devising protocols which bind together computer-based counter-party authentication 69 , audit trails and precisely defined contractual frameworks. But and Lidstone, K, The Investigation of Crime: A Guide to Police Powers, Butterworths, London, 1991 at pp 446-454 66 In the English courts, it would appear that certificates under s 69 PACE, 1984 would be required in respect of computers involved in each of any copying processes 67 For example, a ZIP file can itself contain many files and also preserve an original directory structure: detailed knowledge of the directory and file structure of the computer upon which the uncompressing takes place is therefore essential if there is to be confidence 68 In practice there are many other issues of the forensic examination of computer-derived materials, including the handling of disk exhibits, the retrieval of apparently deleted material and how to handle encrypted files, but these are beyond the scope of the present article 69 For example, by using public key cryptography
